Beginning Sound Peg Cards: Set 3
(g, o, u, l, f, b)
Recommended age: 4+

Preparation:
1. Listen to the Jolly Phonics sounds:
http://jollylearning.co.uk/british-english-group-3/
2. Print the 3 pages of Beginning Sound Peg Cards: Set 3 (laminate for durability).
3. Cut along the bold lines to create 6 cards from each page (one big picture and three
small pictures per card).
4. Collect pegs for each student (or use whiteboard markers on laminated cards).

How to use the cards:
In this activity the student needs to hear the Set 3 sounds as the beginning sounds in words.
The student matches words beginning with the same sound.
1. Give each student a set of pegs.
2. Place one card in front of the student.
3. With the student, look at the pictures on the card and name them by saying, for example,
“This big picture is an otter. It begins with the ‘o’ sound. Can you hear the ‘o’ sound at the
beginning of otter? What are these small pictures? (bell, fire, ostrich)”
4. The student uses a peg to select a small picture from the bottom of the card that starts with
the same sound as the big picture, e.g. otter and ostrich both start with the ‘o’ sound.
“Place a peg on a small picture that starts with the same sound as otter. Which one of the
small pictures has the same beginning sound? Bell, fire, ostrich.”
5. Check the student has selected the correct picture.

Answers:

The big picture is in bold.

Page 1 Picture Key: (g) ghost/frog, bike, goldfish; (o) otter/bell, fire, ostrich;
(u) umbrella/up, octopus, gorilla; (l) lemon/leaf, guitar, four;
(f) fire/guitar, lion, fan; (b) basketball/five, banana, octopus.
Page 2 Picture Key: (g) guitar/lemon, goat, fire; (o) octopus/otter, ghost, basketball;
(u) up/ fork, umbrella, ladybug; (l) leaf/banana, gorilla, lion;
(f) frog/four, gorilla, bat; (b) bike/five, box, umbrella.
Page 3 Picture Key: (g) gorilla/guitar, five, lemon; (o) ostrich/bike, octopus, banana;
(u) umbrella/basketball, gorilla, up; (l) ladybug/fire, lemon, fan;
(f) five/ box, fork, ladybug; (b) bat/five, lion, bear.

